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Fundamentals of English
Language - Level I
You’ll improve your pronunciation, comprehension 
and vocabulary skills in a relaxed atmosphere as 
you explore American culture. In this course, you 
will become comfortable with the rules of English 
grammar. You will practice everyday conversation 
to gain confidence, and learn useful expressions in 
a friendly, helpful atmosphere. You will also practice 
reading for understanding, and you will build your 
vocabulary. Students can register for either part 1 or 
part 2 based on experience, but an assessment will 
be given to determine actual language level and 
placed into appropriate level 1 or level 2. Textbook 
is included in the cost of the level.
Cost: $300 (tuition $221, administrative fee $39, 
book fee $40) 
NCELL-CS010-01  June 23-Aug 25
10 sessions Th 6-9pm
NCELL-CS010-02  June 18-Aug 27
10 sessions Sa 9-12pm
No class July 2
Priya Singh, Instructor

Intermediate Grammar for
English as Second Language 
Learners - Level 2
You’ll improve your pronunciation, comprehension 
and learn intermediate vocabulary skills in a 
relaxed atmosphere. In this course, you will 
become comfortable with the rules of English 
grammar. You will practice complex everyday 
conversation to gain confidence, and learn useful 
expressions in a friendly, helpful atmosphere. You 
will also learn everyday computer use through 
Microsoft office to include Word, Powerpoint and 
Emails.  Students can register for either level based 
on experience, but an assessment will be given to 
determine actual language level and placed into 
appropriate level 1 or level 2
Cost: $300 (tuition $221, administrative fee $39, 
book fee $40)    
NCELL-CS011-01  June 23-Aug 25
10 sessions Th 6-9pm
NCELL-CS011-02  June 18-Aug 27
10 sessions Sa 9-12pm
No Class July 2
Effie Pourshahidi, Instructor

Writing for English
Learners - Level 3
Students will write short paragraphs about familiar 
topics. They will learn to write clear topic sentences 
and form compound and complex sentences using 
connectors and basic subordinates. Students will 
learn how to write informal and formal emails. 
Textbook is included in the cost of the class.
Cost: $300 (tuition $250, administrative fee $50)  
NCELL-CS012-01  May 31-Aug 2
10 sessions Tu 6:30-9pm
Effie Pourshahidi, Instructor

ESL/Online Languages

Online Courses
Enhancing Language
Development in Childhood
Enrich the lives of your children by learning fun 
and natural ways to help them become proficient 
speakers and thinkers.

Spanish for Medical Professionals
Learn medical Spanish quickly and easily, honing 
your basic conversational skills and mastering key 
healthcare words and phrases.

Spanish for Law Enforcement
Master the fundamentals of the Spanish language 
by practicing basic conversational skills and 
learning essential Spanish terminology for law 
enforcement situations.

Spanish in the Classroom
Learn the essential Spanish for teachers so you 
can communicate effectively with your Spanish-
speaking students and parents.

Cost: $104 for each online course
 • Expert instructors
 • 24-hour access
 • 6 weeks of instruction
A new section of each course starts monthly.
To learn more, or to enroll, go to
www.ed2go.com/mccc.edu

Courses for English 
Language Learners (ESL)
Students to take placement test during the first day 
of the class to be placed in the appropriate level.

MCCC’s noncredit courses are designed for 
adults 18 years or older (unless otherwise 
noted). Please see the section on Programs 
for Youth for special courses designed for 
younger students.

http://www.ed2go.com/mccc.edu
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Languages

Italian Conversation I
Learn the basics of vocabulary for conversing in 
Italian for travel and social interactions. Textbook 
required at first class. Available in college 
bookstore.
2.0 CEU. Cost: $180 (tuition $149, administrative fee $31)
NCLAN-CS008-01  May 23 - Jun 27
10 sessions M, W 7-9pm
No class May 30
Ryan Gogol, Instructor

Italian Conversation II
This class is a continuation of the class Italian 
Conversation I. You will learn increased vocabulary, 
grammar, and verb conjugation in different tenses 
for conversing in Italian for travel and social 
interactions. Bring same book used in Italian 
Conversation I.
2.0 CEU. Cost: $180 (tuition $149, administrative fee $31)
NCLAN-CS009-01  Jun 29 - Aug 3
10 sessions M, W 7-9pm
No class Jul 4
Ryan Gogol, Instructor

World Languages

Write Your Story
Memoir Writing Class
Write your memoir. Discover your individual voice. 
You’ve got a tale that wants telling. How will you tell 
it? Join us as we explore the terrain of the creative 
memoir with in-class discussions and exercises as 
well as tools to help shape it.
Cost: $101 (tuition $82, administrative fee $19)
NCCOM-CS002-01  Jun 4 - Jun 25
4 sessions Sa 10am-12:30pm
*Class meets at West Windsor Campus
Barry Putt, award-winning playwright and screenwriter

Write Better...Write Away!
Learn the parts of speech and how to use words 
with proper punctuation to form the perfect 
sentence.  Learn how to improve the flow of your 
sentences to form a concise paragraph and how 
to link paragraphs together to form a clear body 
of writing.  You won’t just learn how to avoid the 
most common mistakes, but also how to spot 
your mistakes and edit them out.  Whether you’re 
looking to write creatively, or you want to write 
better personal correspondence, this class will help 
rid you of the angst that writing can cause and put 
you on the “write” track.
Cost: $153 (tuition $126, administrative fee $27)
NCCOM-CS004-01  Jun 7 - Jul 19
7 sessions Tu 7-9pm
Roman Griffen, Instructor

Writing
Writing Children’s Fiction
Learn the essential elements of creating engaging 
children’s stories including: story language, 
developing memorable characters, and story 
structure. Students will have the opportunity to 
write an original short story or begin a chapter 
book. Marketing approaches will also be discussed.
Cost: $66 (tuition $57, administrative fee $9)
NCCOM-CS009-01  Jul 16
1 session Sa 9:30am-4pm*
*1/2 hour for lunch 
Class meets at  West Windsor Campus
Barry Putt, award-winning playwright and screenwriter

Business Writing
for Success 
Never underestimate the power of professional 
writing. With text messaging, chain-emails, 
Twitter and Instagram, writing content has 
become quick, punchy and informal. That delivery, 
when transposed into business communication 
methods, can come across as terse, unprofessional 
and grammatically flawed. This workshop will 
strengthen your professional writing style through 
instruction on clarity, tone, grammatical insight, 
peer and instructor review, in-class assignments 
and writing style discussions. Come away from this 
class with the tools you need to develop internal 
and external business memos/announcements, 
corporate emails and cover letters. 
Cost: $66 (tuition $57, administrative fee $9)
NCCOM-CS038-01  June 8 – Jun 22
3 sessions W 6:30 - 8:30pm
Ashley Buchalla

Spanish Conversation I
Learn how to converse in Spanish in simple 
idiomatic phrases for business or personal use.  
This class is ideal for people who are new to the 
language or just know some basic vocabulary and 
phrases. Learn from a native about the culture and 
customs of South America. Textbook required. 
Available in college bookstore. (Spanish I covers 
chapters 1-9.)
2.0 CEU. Cost: $180 (tuition $149, administrative fee $31)
NCLAN-CS006-01  Jun 8 - Jul 13
10 sessions M, W 6-8pm
No class July 4
Romel Flores, Instructor


